Dictionary Scavenger Hunt

Go on an adventure through the English Language with this Dictionary Scavenger Hunt.

Use a Dictionary to find these words. Fill in the answers and the page numbers you found them on:

- The Last Word Defined in Your Dictionary ________________________________
- The Name of an Animal ____________________________________________
- A Word with a Picture Next to it ______________________________________
- Something that Starts with X _________________________________________
- A Word With More Than Three Meanings _______________________________
- Is Your Name in the Dictionary? If not, What’s the Closest Word to Your Name? _____________
- A Word with Five or More Syllables __________________________________
- Open to Any Page. What’s the Longest Word You See? __________________
- A Silly-Sounding Word _____________________________________________
- Find a Word You’ve Never Heard Before, Learn the Meaning and Use the Word at Least Three Times
  Today. ____________________________________________________________

Find a Word You've Never Heard Before, Learn the Meaning and Use the Word at Least Three Times Today. ____________________________________________________________